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COMPANY OVERVIEW

Biohaus Asia Sdn. Bhd. (formerly known as Bio Life Haus)
was established in the year 2013 and has officially
launched the region's first scientific eCommunity in
January 2016. We aim to engage and bridge people from
the science community, backed with more than 10 year’s
experiences in related industries.

ABOUT BIOHAUS JOBS

One of a kind in Malaysia that provides one of the greatest platforms for
scientific communities to explore your dream career in science

We help you to find the right talents specializing in biotechnology & life
sciences sectors

Diverse job options in the science field ranging from Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Healthcare Science, Engineering, Biotechnology and many more

Malaysia’s Online Job Site for the Job Needs in Science

Made the Job Search Easier

Find the Right Talents

Biohaus Asia

We are Malaysia’s online scientific jobs portal that provides one of the greatest
platforms for scientific communities to explore their dream career in science. Our
Jobs site is a new gateway to the right jobs and the right talents specializing in
biotechnology and life sciences sectors. We revolutionize the current employment
trends.

GETTING THE RIGHT TALENTS

We are positive that our scientific jobs portal could help
you in finding the best candidates to fill in the position
available hence could add value to your company’s growth
and culture. This is because at least 75% of our viewers
are a bachelor degree holder or professional education.
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HOW IT WORKS

Biohaus Asia is connecting well with Gen Y talent.
With our site, you will be able to find really good
passionate young graduate. We believe that our
jobs portal could help your company to save time
and money when it comes to hiring decision. In a
short period, you can get a lot of candidates.

Biohaus Asia

MARKET SEGMENT

❖ We are highly audience-focused on the scientific and 
biotech-related market across ASEAN countries

❖ We attract over 100,000 viewers for the last 6 months
❖ Our scientific community is expanding rapidly to other 

continents and countries beyond
❖ Majority of our subscribers and followers are fresh 

graduates, undergraduates, and postgraduates students

OUR STRENGTH 

❖ By joining us, you will be able to advertise your available positions at the very
heart of the scientific communities across ASEAN’s country.

❖ We are well known as a scientific community site where we are highly
audience-focused on the scientific and biotech-related market across ASEAN.

❖ Our scientific community is expanding rapidly to other continents and
countries beyond hence you will easily find the right talents within our wide
communities
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PRICING PACKAGE

Biohaus Asia

WHY POSTING JOBS WITH US

❖ This is a huge placement for finding candidates in the scientific field
❖ Many of the recruiting websites are mostly focused on general recruitment, but 

we are specifically in science, engineering, and healthcare
❖ Reach more than 100,000 viewers across ASEAN countries for the past 6 months
❖ Secure the opportunity of getting the right talent with our wide scientific 

communities
❖ Will make your employer brand stands out
❖ Hire quickly and saves money with Biohaus Jobs!

Post Your First Job Today

Biohaus Jobs has the most engaged job seekers of job 
search in science

Contact Us:
Email: marketing@biohaus.my or phone: 03-5525 2608

www.biohaus.asia

We offer you the cheapest price in town that you could save more in the
hiring process. Attract more candidates with our introductory packages for
faster and better jobs hiring. Please find the packages below for your
reference:

https://estore.biohaus.my/products/Job-Posting-Subscription/3135

